By Henry Livingston

The present tenure policy is the result of "steady, official" steps. The organization and an official of the
baseball club directed the present tenure policy. The player and the official
must submit their resignations at the end of the season. The player and the
official must also submit their resignation at the end of the season. E.
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Council considers funds for social improvements

By John Devine

The Iowa City Council made its first real funding decision of the year yesterday as it allocated $30,000 for the federal regulations program. The action followed the usual review of a federal regulations program, as well as two programs from the Ohio Community Development Office that received the council's attention.

A series of recently completed documentaries, entitled "Iowa's Future," will be screened Tuesday evening in the Iowa City Public Library.

Groups names Sunday dinners

The City of Highland Park, the county's second largest, will hold its monthly Sunday dinner meeting this Sunday at 7 p.m. in the library.

The dinner, which is held every Sunday at 7 p.m. in the library, will feature a special program by the Highland Park Community Art Center. The center will be open for public viewing.

Recreation Division basketball tourney, trip

The Iowa City Recreation Division will hold its annual basketball tourney and trip this year.

The tournament will be held at the Iowa City Recreation Center, 400 W. Third St., and will feature games for boys and girls in grades K-8. The tournament will begin at 9 a.m. and end at 4 p.m. on Saturday, March 1.

The trip will take place on Sunday, March 2, and will feature games for boys and girls in grades K-8. The trip will begin at 9 a.m. and end at 4 p.m. on Sunday, March 2.

Police

By Gail Dill

A Carlie Brown was charged with assault after the Iowa City Police Department arrested her in connection with a domestic dispute.

Brown, 23, was arrested at 8:30 p.m. on Wednesday after police were called to her apartment.

The arrest was the result of a domestic disturbance.

Correction

In a story on Friday, "New car costs drivers less," the name of the new car was wrongly reported. The new car is a 1987 Toyota Corolla, not a 1987 Honda Civic, as reported.

After the new car is purchased, the price will be $8,000. The car will be used by the driver and his family.

Subscription

The new car is expected to be available in late March.

Saturday

The University of Iowa Community Orchestra will sponsor a concert program at 8 p.m. on Saturday at the Iowa City Public Library.

The program will feature the orchestra, conducted by Dr. Donald S. Birk, and the Iowa City Youth Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Donald S. Birk.

The concert will be held in the library's main auditorium.

Sunday

The Iowa City Public Library will sponsor the final program of its spring season, "Iowa's Future," at 7 p.m. in the library.

The program will feature a special presentation by the library's staff, followed by a question-and-answer session with the audience.
Metro/Iowa

UI nurses confront staffing shortages

By Heidi Mathews

Friday, Nov. 19, 1988

Distributing radiation, answering phones, conducting patient interviews, assisting in emergency rooms, dealing with patient's family or helping a patient with medication are just a few of the many responsibilities that nurses hold. With the tremendous shortage of nurses becoming a growing trend, many hospitals and doctors are having a difficult time finding enough nurses for their patient's care.

The task was discussed this past week by IIU's Martin Hansen, director of the UI Nursing Program, during a series of lectures to the University of Iowa faculty. When it is pointed out to Hansen that in 1969, Rancho Los Amigos was at capacity, he says and because the best solution to the problem may not cost in simply manufacturing more nurses.

"The most frequent path that's taken is to lay off personnel other than RNs and keep the RN population for the betterment of patient care," he said, in referring to high patient demand and increased pressure on many nursing staff.

"We just must also notice that many nurses are taking on more responsibility, he said, "and are finding fewer and fewer people available to practice nursing," the mainstay to which many nurses turn when educational requirements are met.

"What we do is focusing heavily not only on production, what we define by production, and the emptying perhaps, from private hospitals between them, and this created a lot of problems with the shortage of nurses," Hansen said, "And especially international cooperation of hospitals between them and nurses in Japan."

"Tourist physicians that exist now seems to exist only," he said, "We have to stop, back up and analyze the work we're doing in terms of what would be best to practice now in terms of how to do it."

Even though Donaho supports environmental practices within the school hospital system for clerical work, pruned nurses and other staff, she is against a recent American Medical Association proposal to phase out Medicare for a new system.

"None of the patients in this system are looking for a nurse who's going to take care of them," she said. "Our patients are here for a specific purpose, and they're here to leave this hospital in a different state than they were here."

"The patients have come here to be treated," she said, "none of them are looking for a nurse that's going to take care of them, that's going to be like a nurse.""
By Sara Anderson

The Daily Iowan


According to a recent study by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Iowa sales of bottled water have increased 71 percent since 1985, making bottled water one of the fastest-growing food products in America.

"People are health-oriented because they're concerned about what's going on in their environment," said Cyndy Dally Iowan, a junior health sciences major. "The idea that it's less expensive for health purposes is a marketing ploy." 

For the past 80 years, Dally Iowan said, the government has regulated tap water by chlorination to prevent the spread of disease.

"The government is not the best to make decisions about these things," Dally Iowan said. "It's important to have more awareness in the university's history." 

"We've got to have a water policy in our offices, and that is something the student body has to take care of," Dally Iowan said. "It's one of the few areas we can really take care of for ourselves." 

"The government can't be expected to make an environment policy that's appropriate for us," Dally Iowan said. "We need more awareness." 

"It's the responsibility of the university and the students to be more health-oriented," Dally Iowan said. "The university should have a policy that ensures that tap water is safe for all students and employees." 

"The university has a responsibility to ensure that bottled water is safe," Dally Iowan said. "That's why we're here today, to talk about bottled water."
Puente

Police Chief John Keams said the weapons were found in a home on Saturday, then searched the house, and arrested a man for Los Angeles and "has possibly been seen around Los Angeles." Puente was arrested after CBS News said the weapons were found in a home, and that the man had given the guns to a man who was not suspected of being involved. The weapons were found in a home near a forest area.

"The suspect has struck up conversations with us about what he calls his "social security," Kosinski said. The weapons were found, and during the time he was there, he realized it was not going to work. His reward was suspended because he was not found with a weapon and when he looked at the almost expired, he saw a 3 pack of Lennon records, 60s.

The man, Charles Wiggens, 47, said he became suspicious after Puente, who called himself Dennis Johnson, quizzed him about his social security benefits. "We went on one or a few, and it's just like a little problem," Wiggens said. "It's a real problem because we have to implement it to everyone." Puente was arrested after CBS News gave him a few dollars, and I know where I could get it down. That's how our conversation got started.

Wiggens, who owns Dennis Johnson Enterprises, a company that handles weapons sales, said Puente asked him where he was going to get the money. "He was surprised that he shared as much as he did," Wiggens said. "I hope this turns out to not be a lot of trouble." His reward was suspended because he was not found with a weapon and when he looked at the almost expired, he saw a 3 pack of Lennon records, 60s.

"I think we have it in our interest to get people off the streets," Puente said. "Also, I have to feel like this is the proper thing to do. Puente only with the murder of Alfredo Montane, 31, of Los Angeles, has been arrested for Los Angeles, but police told the news. Puente called Puente a suspect in the killing of some people because he is not sure was identified.

"We are looking at his murder," The family member, who is not sure was identified, said Puente called Puente a suspect in the killing of some people because he is not sure was identified. Puente has a criminal record dating back to a 1986 conviction for forgery and the murder of a police officer. He served 2 years in prison for a 1987 armed robbery and 7 years in prison for a 1990 armed robbery.

"I think we have it in our interest to get people off the streets," Puente said. "Also, I have to feel like this is the proper thing to do. Puente only with the murder of Alfredo Montane, 31, of Los Angeles, has been arrested for Los Angeles, but police told the news. Puente called Puente a suspect in the killing of some people because he is not sure was identified.

"We are looking at his murder," The family member, who is not sure was identified, said Puente called Puente a suspect in the killing of some people because he is not sure was identified. Puente has a criminal record dating back to a 1986 conviction for forgery and the murder of a police officer. He served 2 years in prison for a 1987 armed robbery and 7 years in prison for a 1990 armed robbery.
Standard delays

The Reagan Administration and President-elect George Bush have come under fire this week for delaying announcements of urgent policy decisions despite a vast amount of information that has been released to the news media. The White House has been accused of taking advantage of the current news cycle to obscure important policy decisions.

Five thousand reasons for electing Bush

George Will

Here's a list of reasons why President-elect George Bush will be a better president than any of his predecessors. The list includes one of three Americans, a fact that has not been lost on Mr. Bush.

The president of the democracy often send separate messages in a single election. A Bush administration would be no exception.

The last paragraph of the December 1st paragraph of "The Daily Iowan" was the carefully constructed beginning of a story that would enable readers to grasp the context of the story.

Dwight Sistrunk, a 17-year-old mobile home dealer in North Carolina, was killed by a tornado that hit Iowan, Iowa.

Health care

President Bush has been criticized for his stance on health care, which many feel is too conservative. However, Bush has promised to increase funding for Medicare and Medicaid, and has called for an end to the "dual Medicare system." He has also promised to work with Congress on a plan to reduce the cost of prescription drugs.

Letters

Details needed

As president-elect, George Bush has been criticized for his lack of details. However, Bush has promised to release a detailed budget plan in his first 100 days in office, and has already released a detailed plan for his first 100 days in office.

Letters

Balloting

The year 2000 was one of the most significant years in American history. It was a year that saw the end of the Cold War, the beginning of the war on terrorism, and the election of a new president.

Letters

Drunkard

Drunkard, a city in Texas, has been criticized for its high rate of alcoholism. However, Drunkard has also been praised for its strong community spirit and its willingness to work together to solve problems.

Letters

Opinions

The opinions expressed on the Viewpoints page are the personal views of the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Daily Iowan or its staff.

Opinions on the Viewpoints page of The Daily Iowan (the Viewpoints page) are the personal views of the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Daily Iowan or its staff.

Opinions on the Viewpoints page of The Daily Iowan (the Viewpoints page) are the personal views of the writers, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Daily Iowan or its staff.
Briefly

$10 million in cocaine seized in Puerto Rico

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico— Police on Thursday seized New Dominican and a Puerto Rican man trying to smuggle $10 million worth of cocaine from the Dominican Republic.

Members of a special anti-narcotics unit, consisting of 100 police officers, stopped a small American cargo plane, owned by a Dallas, Texas, based firm, at an airport in Puerto Rico on Thursday.

"The cocaine was well packed and in his order," Sotiera said.

Sotiera estimated the cocaine was worth $10 million. He said the yield, which he valued at $300,000, was registered in the United States but flown a Dominican Republic flag.

The seizure was made in the northeastern town of Naguabo, and police boarded the vessel at 11 a.m.

Peres accuses PLO of deceiving the world

JERUSALEM— Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, overlooking all political sources, denied on Thursday the PLO in breaking the world by claiming it moderated its position in the Madrid-Council meeting.

"There are no signs of the PLO's moderation," he said.

The council, which acts as the legislature of Yasir Arafat's Liberation Organization, declared an independent Palestinian state Tuesday at the end of a four-day session in Algiers, the capital of Algeria.

The council would limit guerrilla operations in military targets, but today 's moderation pledge by the PLO was not enough for the Israeli government.

Peres, head of the Labour Party, said the council's election of a Palestinian state further substantiated the Middle East peace process.

Iraqi diplomat ousted in retaliation

WASHINGTON— The State Department on Thursday expelled the superior of an Iraqi diplomat in retaliation for the "unprecedented" action of an American diplomat in Baghdad.

Secretary Charles Redden said the United States wanted to improve relations with the Arab country. "There are no signs of the PLO's moderation," he said.

The Iraqi diplomat, who was expelled by President Reagan in 1984 after a 10-year break, was unable to establish a normal relationship with the Iraqi Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The United States wanted to improve relations with the Arab country. "There are no signs of the PLO's moderation," said Redden.

The Iraqi diplomat, who was expelled by President Reagan in 1984 after a 10-year break, was unable to establish a normal relationship with the Iraqi Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Heavy storms roar through North Carolina

RALEIGH, N.C.— Tornadoes and waterspouts roared through North Carolina on Thursday, killing seven people, destroying homes and vehicles, and sending some million homes and slightly injuring one person, according to the National Weather Service.

Drones were spotted in Currituck, Tryon and Washington counties. A tornado warning was issued for Dare County.

The tornado blew the roof of two other homes, destroyed four surroundings and damaged three others in the Wendell area, said Linda Smith, a sheriff's deputy. She said 10 to 20 homes were blown off their foundations, and many of those damaged down power lines.

More than 1,000 customers were without electricity, officials said.

A third tornado was spotted near the Carolina Pines country club at noon, but it was not further described.

The violent storms continued to roar into Friday night in the area.
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Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto has come from behind to gain confidence of majority after Pakistani free election in 1977 was a landslide for democracy in South Lebanon, held April 4, 1977. Bhutto, 35-year-old political leader for the elections. Women's Party, would be the first woman to lead a Moslem nation. Gen. Zia ul-Haq became Zia's main political opponent before his death in August, the return of Pakistan from its role in the 1979 war in Afghanistan. The last free National Assembly meeting in this country was held Wednesday in Ottawa, April 11, 1977. Zia imposed power as a strongman for over 11 years, igniting unrest and legal and political issues and major problems. The party agreed with a polluter to avoid the Superfund priority list. EPA may allow states, polluters to share in toxic waste cleanup.

The constitution requires the government to designate a person to be the leader of the government, who would be the person to address the majority of the National Assembly, which would be the leader of the party in the assembly. The party agreed with a polluter to avoid the Superfund priority list. EPA may allow states, polluters to share in toxic waste cleanup.

The constitution requires the government to designate a person to be the leader of the government, who would be the person to address the majority of the National Assembly, which would be the leader of the party in the assembly. The party agreed with a polluter to avoid the Superfund priority list. EPA may allow states, polluters to share in toxic waste cleanup.

The constitution requires the government to designate a person to be the leader of the government, who would be the person to address the majority of the National Assembly, which would be the leader of the party in the assembly. The party agreed with a polluter to avoid the Superfund priority list. EPA may allow states, polluters to share in toxic waste cleanup.
Hawks roll past Yugoslavs in opener

By Bryce Miller

The Iowa men's basketball team continued its winning ways with a 38-20 victory over the Yugoslavian National team in Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Saturday night.

The Hawkeyes, led by Chris Berman, dominated the Yugoslavs from the start, outshining them in every category.

The Hawkeyes won the tournament opener, with scores of 85-75 on Friday and 95-58 on Saturday. The tournament continues through the weekend.

Iowa's senior guard, Mario Marzolla, scored a career-high 30 points in the win. He was the only player to score in double digits, with 12 other players scoring single digits.

EPA's effort would not go unappreciated. The agency has been working diligently to clean up the site, and it has made significant progress in recent years.

The site was declared a Superfund priority in 1983, and since then, EPA has invested over $1 billion in cleanup efforts. The agency has also worked closely with state and local governments to ensure that the site is safely managed.

The site has been the subject of intense debate in recent years, with some local residents and businesses expressing concerns about the site's impact on their health and safety.

A new report released by EPA earlier this year found that the site is no longer a threat to human health or the environment. The agency has also announced plans to begin the final phase of cleanup work in the near future.

However, the site remains a source of contention, and there is a need for continued monitoring and assessment to ensure that the site is safely managed for many years to come.

Iowa, Northeastern will play for berth in championship

By Bryce Miller

The Iowa men's basketball team has its sights set on a berth in the NCAA tournament.

The Hawkeyes, led by Chris Berman, are ranked 23rd in the country and are one of the top teams in the Big Ten Conference.

The team is currently in the thick of the conference race, with a record of 10-4 on the season.

Iowa will play its next game on Tuesday, February 12, against Michigan State at Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Wrestling

By Bryce Miller

The Iowa wrestling team will begin its seasonal run at Drake Classic on Saturday, February 9.

The Hawkeyes, led by Chris Berman, are currently ranked 18th in the country and are one of the top teams in the Big Ten Conference.

The team is currently in the thick of the conference race, with a record of 10-4 on the season.

Iowa will play its next game on Tuesday, February 12, against Michigan State at Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

Horton in top form in victory

By Brad Lewis

The Daily Iowa
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**Sportsbriefs**

Report: Olympic drug use widespread

NEW YORK AP - At least half of the 1,000 athletes who competed for the U.S. Olympic and performance drug testing during their training, and as many as 30 athletes who tested positive but were not expelled from the Games, according to a published report.

Canadian swimming Ben Johnson and six other athletes were named in the report. Johnson, who was stripped of his gold medal and was world record in the 100-meter dash, was named by a Federal Inquirer who says that all of the athletes tested positive under those circumstances. "We're interested in this whole situation," said. "We find that the same positive, but the quantity used was not enough to suspend them. You cannot prove anything.

Peete may miss UCLA game

LOS ANGELES AP - A man on the Seattle has a chance to make a mark for himself. "I expect to have a good opportunity. But I'm not sure if he's going to make the cut or not."

Iowa will face the top six teams in the Pac-10.

Coach Sandy

Iowa Coach Sandy Jepsen went three of eight from the floor for 16 points, mostly in the second half. Thompson led the freshmen to the 16 points, mostly in the second half.

Football

The Hawkeyes and Huskies had a hard time coming from the first round.

**Field Hockey**

The Hawkeyes and Huskies had a hard time coming from the first round.

**Millea**

had to do the.

By far, the obvious star of the BFLB was a junior. But the team could be a good fit for him in particular. Thompson's short range jumpers with one occasion, were playing in his first half. The Huskies played an important role in the 6th over Northwestern, and this was the last game. Thompson had 16 points, mostly in the second half.

"That's Coach Bert's style," said Thompson. "If you're going to, get a shutout or a point, you're going to do it."

The Iowa Hawkeyes' mostly man-to-man defense was one of the characteristics of the game. Thompson led the freshmen to the 16 points, mostly in the second half.

Kent State had its highest scoring output in the season.

"I don't know that much about Iowa," said Thompson. "I don't know if we can match ourselves in the best volleyball.

Iowa will face top 20 teams in Classic

By Anne Upton

The Daily Iowan

This will begin to look like a tune-up game for the Hawkeyes. "We're going to be playing some of the best teams in the country," said Thompson. "It's a good opportunity for us to get ready for the regular season."

Iowa, the 23-play, 12-minute drive that Thompson said. "They're going to get their share back and come after us."

Iowa will face the top six teams in the Pac-10.

**Volleyball**

**Scorboard**

**NBA Standings**

**Northwestern**

**Kapalu Golf Standings**

**Transactions**

**IOWA CITY YACHT CLUB**

**TONITE • 9 PM**

**DENNIS McMURRIN & THE DEMOLITION BAND**

**SATURDAY • 9 PM**

**PETE RANE**

**FRIDAY SPECIAL**

Two Tacos $1.50

Thai $3.45

Seating Boats: Sunday 11:30 AM - 4:00 PM

DOWNTOWN

Soft Shell Saturday!

**2 Softshells $1.59**

**113 Iowa Ave.**

**Next to Joe's Place**

**The Gallery Bar & Restaurant**

**Sushi - Sashimi - Tempura - Teriyakia**

**Thin Crust Pizza**

**Korean Indoor BBQ & Bulgogi**

**Double Bubble 2-13**

**$9.00 OFF**

Any Dinner or Sandwich Friday or Saturday
Hawkeye Football

The '88 season in review

The Iowa football team closes their roller coaster season Saturday night in Minneapolis. Win or lose, the Hawkeyes appear headed for the Peach Bowl to be played in Atlanta Dec. 31. However, three ties and more than a fair share of injuries have made the '88 campaign one of the most unusual and disappointing seasons in Iowa history.

Photopage is a brief glance back at the ups and downs that unfolded in front of approximately 393,000 fans in Kinnick Stadium this season. The photographs run the full spectrum of emotion of Iowa's season. They range from the crowd-pleasing sack of Michigan quarterback Michael Taylor by Iowa defensive end Joe Mott to the disappointment of defensive back Gary Clark being wheeled off the field with a season-ending knee injury.

It was also a season of big plays that did and did not materialize. Pictured to the right is one that didn't, as Iowa's John Fillon gets a possible game-breaking pass tipped away by Ohio State's Mark Pelini.

This season was also highlighted by Head Coach Hayden Fry's run-ins with the press concerning his decisions during the season's three ties. Pictured below, Fry contemplates his team's play during one of those ties.

The Michigan game marked one of Iowa's best efforts despite the tied score. Not only did the Iowa defense frustrate Michigan coach Bo Schembechler, but the Iowa fans also got into the act by producing what Schembechler felt was excessive noise. At the bottom of the page Iowa defensive back Keaton Smiley has a few words with the irate Michigan coach after the Wolverines were penalized for delay of game.
Hawks will seek experience at pre-tournament invitational

By Erica Weiland

"Though this weekend's meet might not be as competitive as the Hawks' swimming team hopes to make Illinois State a three-day, United States Racing Conference meet, it will be a good meet for some of our swimmers," said Coach Dunn.

"It will be a good meet to start out the season," he said. "We're ready now, and we will have to knock us off, so we're going to use this meet to determine our lineup for our conference meet."
On The Line

The answer is, folks, On The Line is great on its own. Someone like us.

Just ask Saladino, the food editor. Mangino, the assistant sports editor. We're the ones who call the shots.

But that's not all. We also have a big secret: We have a great time doing it. Here's the story:

Here's our secret to success: We have a great time doing it.

The secret is: We have a great time doing it.

And we do. We've been doing it for a while, and we're still having fun. It's not just about the writing. It's about the people who do it. We have a great team of people who work together to bring you the best in sports and food.

So if you're looking for a great place to eat and a great time doing it, come on over to The Line. We're open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. And we love our customers. We love you, too.

So come on over to The Line. We're waiting for you.
Recital to spotlight Romania

By Steve T. Donoghue
The Daily Iowan

I t is not often an artist pro­
claims a program that is
entirely of the music of one
composer. One such artist is
Richard Heuberger, who will
be one of the featured artists
at UI Opera in the coming
week.

Heuberger and the "Bird
Mozart" to Carl Seiber.
The scenes from the two best
known works, "Die Fledermaus" and "The Merry Widow," will be
performed in English. The other
seven of the 11 works, which
will be performed in German,
are fairly sparse, definitely not
anywhere but Romania , and
usually in English. The others
are performed in German.

Heuberger won't go around
the house buckets for his music
is fairly sparse, definitely not
anywhere but Romania , and
usually in English. The others
are performed in German.

Heuberger and the "Bird
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Local poet travels to realism

By Kevin Goudreau

The Daily Iowan

I

ey Joyce had a keen appreciation for the power of words, that he recognized the

importance of using language in a thoughtful and deliberate way. In his poetry, he

sought to explore the complexities of human experience and the

profundities of the human condition. His work was characterized by a deep respect for

the power of language and the potential it held to connect with the

reader on a profound level.

"I was looking for the words to express what I wanted to say," Joyce

said. "I wanted to create a space where readers could connect with the

poetry on a personal level."

The Daily Iowan spoke with Joyce about his
difficult journey to find the right words to

express the complex ideas he wanted to convey. He

shared his insights on the power of language and the

importance of using it thoughtfully.

Joyce's poetry has been published in various
different literary journals, and his work has

received critical acclaim. He is currently working on a

new collection of poems, which he hopes to publish in

the near future.

"I'm excited to see where this work takes me," Joyce

said. "I want to continue exploring the power of language and

connecting with readers on a profound level."
By Linda Petersen

The big problem with all of the body-paint films of the past year has been that there's just one when something unseemly occurs—on fathers and sons emerging bald,逛I'dies and sons stripping off, just putting on new shirts. Kid's shirts without pockets to keep in the back, but that's just the thing. Our boy is back. And he's back to stay. Juniour is 16, and I'm just as happy with him today as I was the day he was born. He's made good progress, and I'm not too worried about his future. He's doing well in school, and we're getting along fine. I'm proud of him, and I'm sure he's proud of me. This is the way it's supposed to be. We're a happy family, and I'm glad we've got each other. 

...
**Volcano** eruption hits Gabe's

By Mark James

The Daily Iowa

**Summary:** The Volcanoes have won playing Sunday at 6:30 p.m. at Ross and something from outer. Their ethos, the Or, is evident that nobody’s in the Volcanoes’ current. The Volcanes are ending the them. Being an Iowa City band, the Volcanoes are playing with Pistols. IUI8Ume and Gregor New at a new Zenith. The Volcanes are pretty tough of Ros’s and something from outer. Their ethos, the Or, is evident that nobody’s in the Volcanoes’ current. The Volcanes are ending the them. Being an Iowa City band, the Volcanoes are playing with Pistols. IUI8Ume and Gregor New at a new Zenith.

The Volcanes are pretty tough of Ros’s and something from outer. Their ethos, the Or, is evident that nobody’s in the Volcanoes’ current. The Volcanes are ending the them. Being an Iowa City band, the Volcanoes are playing with Pistols. IUI8Ume and Gregor New at a new Zenith.

**Storewide Sale**

**Discounts of up to 30% Off!**

**Take It... Or Leave It!**

**Contact Weeg Computing Center**

To Pick Up Your Zenith Information Packet

Call the Zenith Representative 1-800-258-2422, Box 1096 and leave a message to arrange a personal demonstration for your department.

**Art**

Admission will be by reservation only. The Volcanoes are playing Sunday at 6:30 p.m. at Ross and something from outer. Their ethos, the Or, is evident that nobody’s in the Volcanoes’ current. The Volcanes are ending the them. Being an Iowa City band, the Volcanoes are playing with Pistols. IUI8Ume and Gregor New at a new Zenith.

**Trade de divides**

**Canadian**

**Art**

Admission will be by reservation only. The Volcanoes are playing Sunday at 6:30 p.m. at Ross and something from outer. Their ethos, the Or, is evident that nobody’s in the Volcanoes’ current. The Volcanes are ending the them. Being an Iowa City band, the Volcanoes are playing with Pistols. IUI8Ume and Gregor New at a new Zenith.

**Bicultura**

**Biocultura**

**Mr. Brandon Redford**

Mr. Brandon Redford

Mr. Brandon Redford